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Abstract 

Introduction: Swedish furniture companies have been quite successful in many parts of the 

world recently, with IKEA being a famous example of that. Meanwhile, Vietnam has one of 

the fastest-growing economies in South East Asia. However, there has not been any Swedish 

furniture company established on the Vietnamese market so far. Therefore, it would be useful 

to see if the Vietnamese furniture consumers would appreciate Swedish furniture, in order to 

analyze whether Swedish furniture companies could have success in Vietnam as well. 

Purpose: To study (1) How Vietnamese furniture consumers perceive the typical product 

values of Swedish furniture and (2) Analyze the potential for establishing Swedish furniture 

companies on the Vietnamese market. 

Methodology: Interviews, survey and secondary data. 

Findings and Analysis: The findings show that Vietnamese furniture consumers would 

generally appreciate Swedish furniture product values. Although the consumers do not 

recognize Sweden or Scandinavia as a furniture country or region, their preferences shown in 

furniture characteristics imply a increasingly positive attitude towards typical Swedish 

furniture product values.  

Conclusion and Recommendations: Due to the appreciation of Swedish typical product 

values, the potential for establishing Swedish furniture companies could be regarded as 

considerable in terms of product values. It is thus recommended that Swedish furniture 

companies carry on with creating typical Swedish product values when they enter the 

Vietnamese market. 

Index words: Sweden, Vietnam, Furniture, Product Values, Consumer Perception 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Swedish furniture companies have been quite successful in many parts of the world recently. 

The export of Swedish furniture is steadily increasing, including in the EU, USA and Asia, 

and was estimated to 15.7 billion SEK in 2011 (Svensk möbelindustri står stark!, 2011). 

While IKEA is the most successful Swedish company on the international market, it should 

also be acknowledged that other Swedish furniture companies gain increasing interests from 

international consumers as well, including both large- and small scale segments (Ljus framtid 

för svensk möbelexport, 2007). Due to this fact, it is perhaps a common trait, in the wake of 

IKEA’s success, where Swedish furniture (style, design, concepts) are perceived as certainly 

good value products, and can therefore have advantages when establishing abroad. 

Meanwhile, Asia is becoming a critically important market for global business. Not only does 

it consist of some of the largest economies in the world, it is also home to some of the most 

emerging markets and developing economies as well. However, as it is also a continent of 

great cultural and financial diversity, companies are more careful when they try to penetrate a 

specific market in these vast regions, as the outcome of an establishment is uncertain, due to 

unproven previous establishments (Assessing the Southeast Asian markets, 2009). 

As for Swedish furniture companies, it is not obvious that their overall success on the global 

market would count for a specific country or region on the Asian continent. Considering, for 

instance, the relatively limited presence of Swedish furniture companies on developing 

markets in South East Asia, it is reasonable to assume that the consumers and companies do 

not have much in common in terms of creating and perceiving furniture values. Specifically in 

Vietnam, one of the fastest-growing economies in South East Asia, there is currently no 

Swedish furniture company on the market, which seems to suggest that Swedish furniture 

companies would assume there to be no potential in establishing Swedish furniture on the 

Vietnamese market (Swedish and Swedish related Companies in Vietnam, 2012). 

However, as the Vietnamese consumers have not been able to try out Swedish furniture, it is 

wrong to assume that they would not appreciate Swedish furniture. This thesis will therefore 

examine whether the Vietnamese perception of typical furniture product values Swedish 

furniture companies normally create is positive or not, in order to find out if the interest in 

Swedish furniture on global markets could be counted for in Vietnam as well. The findings of 

this study will thus benefit the Swedish furniture companies who plan to expand further on the 

Asian or South East Asian market. 
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1.1. Purpose 

This thesis will describe how Vietnamese furniture consumers perceive the typical product 

values of Swedish furniture, in order to analyze the potential for establishing Swedish 

furniture companies on the Vietnamese market. 

1.2. Disposition of thesis 

The next chapters is structured as follows: 

2. Methodology: describes the methods used to accomplish the purpose of the thesis. 

3. Vietnamese Consumers' Perception of Swedish Furniture Product Values: includes the     

framework for which the Findings and Analysis will be based on.  

4. Findings: presents the results obtained from the interviews and survey. 

5. Analysis: assess the interviews and survey and compare its results with the framework. 

6. Conclusion and Recommendations: sums up the conclusions obtained from the study 

and includes some recommendations for Swedish furniture companies. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

2.1. Collection of Data 

The first step in examining the purpose was to do an extensive search of information. Search 

engines like Google and Google Scholar were used frequently throughout the data collection, 

as well as the database ABI/Inform. The research for information was divided in two main 

areas. First, general information about furniture marketing and relevant concepts concerning 

value perception was first accessed. This information is usually provided in books or articles. 

Next, specific information about the Vietnamese furniture retailing market was then accessed, 

which was mostly provided in reports or articles on different Vietnamese websites. Some of 

the most thorough reports including statistics and surveys about the furniture market in 

Vietnam were confidential, and could only be bought at a very high cost for business 

purposes. 

With all the information gathered, a model (figure 1) was then created, in order to facilitate 

the understanding of all connections between different concepts and information. The model 

also makes way for a better outline for the Findings and Analysis. Albert Wenben Lai’s article 

Consumer values, product benefits and customer value: A consumption behavior approach 
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was helpful in formulating some concepts included in the model, although the construction of 

the model was selfcreated. 

In the next step, interviews and a survey were conducted. The intention with these methods is 

firstly to obtain more information about the Vietnamese furniture retailing market, but then 

mainly to find out how Vietnamese consumers perceive the traits that are typical in Swedish 

furniture products. 

2.1.1. Interviews 

The authors, with the help of friends and acquaintances in Vietnam, were able to contact and 

were permitted to interview people who possess knowledge about the Vietnamese furniture 

retailing market, as well as the Vietnamese furniture consumers. The interviewees were 

owners of different furniture stores, managers of furniture stores and consumers with much 

experience from purchasing furniture, so to provide with information about the current trends, 

as well as the furniture market and the Vietnamese consumers. One of the interviewees was 

the founder of the Vietnamese furniture company UMA, August Wingårdh. As Mr. Wingårdh 

worked for IKEA several years before starting his own company in Vietnam, he has profound 

knowledge on the Vietnamese furniture market in relation to Swedish furniture companies. As 

UMA also uses a lot of Swedish design and styles in their creation of furniture, Mr. Wingårdh 

shared his experiences with Vietnamese consumers purchasing “Swedish” furniture, and what 

he thought they would prefer/not prefer among different Swedish product values. Owners and 

managers of furniture stores who sell directly to consumers in Vietnam were also expected to 

be familiar with Vietnamese consumers’ preferences. Some of the interviews thus contributed 

to the content of the survey, further answering the purpose. The interviews also helped the 

authors to acquire a better understanding of the actual furniture market in Vietnam, given that 

not many secondary sources written about the current Vietnamese furniture retailing market 

were available. 
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Date Name Occupation 

27-04-2012 August Wingårdh Owner of UMA 

05-05-2012 Bui Phuong Anh Graphic Designer- B creative company 

05-05-2012 Nguyen Thi Thanh Thuy Hung Hai Furniture Store 

06-05-2012 Phung Van Dzung President of Thanh Huong Furniture Ltd. 

10-05-2012 Dam Khe Thiet Self-employed, helps people buy furniture and 
flooring 

17-05-2012 Bui Hai Hau Furniture consumer, works at Diplomatic Academy 

17-05-2012 Nguyen Thi Quynh Hoa Furniture consumer, retired, worked at Diplomatic 
Academy 

Table 1: Interviewees 

2.1.2. Survey 

In order to find out the Vietnamese consumers’ preferences on furniture, a questionnaire was 

constructed and sent out to people in the form of a link to the online survey. The questionnaire 

consists of Yes/No questions, checkboxes questions (where you were allowed to choose more 

than one alternative), scaling questions and multiple choice questions, and the survey takers 

were given the opportunity to further explain their choices on writable spaces. Before the 

questionnaire was sent out, fellow Vietnamese students were asked to complete the 

questionnaire in order to make sure that the questions presented were clear, simple and easy to 

understand. According to their feedback, necessary adjustments were made to improve the 

questionnaire form. Given the time limit and the purpose of the thesis, the authors’ aim was to 

get at least 200 responses.  

Due to the geographical distance between the authors and the targeted group of respondents, 

an online form was created using Google Forms. By doing so, a link with the online survey 

could be sent to people through email, and then the authors could have the spreadsheet 

automatically updated whenever a person sended in his or her response. This link was sent to 

one of the authors’ friends on Facebook through messages, since it was believed that 

addressing people individually was more likely to motivate people to complete the form than  

simply posting the survey on a Facebook wall. In the survey, respondents were also asked to 

specify their names before answering all questions, with the purpose of encouraging them to 

complete the survey (for example one who has not completed it could not claim that he or she 

has done it since his or her name would not appear in the spreadsheet). People were also 
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politely asked to forward the link to their families and friends. Since many of the author’s 

friends are in one specific age range, in order to avoid the results being biased, the author 

received help from relatives in Vietnam, to distribute the questionnaire at their workplace. 

The questionnaire also requires people to specify their age, occupation and living situation, as 

the survey might reveal a different stance on furniture depending on this background. These 

personal questions will also help the authors to evaluate the sample, whether it is has been 

biased or not according to the respondents’ age, occupation and living situation.  

The questions were ranged from general questions on their furniture purchasing principles and 

preferences to more specified questions on how they view different characteristics in furniture 

as well as their awareness of the brand reputation and origin. Thus, the collection of responses 

to this survey could shed light on both what Vietnamese furniture consumer value, and 

whether those values are similar to the value Swedish furniture companies normally create. 

Each question has been constructed according to the typical traits of Swedish furniture 

product values and then further edited according to the concepts on consumer perceptions of 

value.  

The link to the online survey was sent to people on Facebook on May 9th and the survey was 

closed on May 22
nd

. There were totally 282 responses received.  

The sample 

This survey on Vietnamese consumers’ perception of product values of Swedish furniture is 

limited to consumers living in Hanoi only. Hanoi is the capital of Vietnam and is the second 

largest city with a population of 6,561,900, according to the 2010 population census from the 

General Statistics Office of Vietnam (Population and population density in 2010 by province, 

2010). Due to the time constraint and the number of responses expected, the authors were 

more likely to get enough responses if the study was focused on furniture consumers living in 

Hanoi, as well as the furniture retailing market in Hanoi. However, since Hanoi the second 

largest city in Vietnam the result could be used to generalize Vietnamese consumers’ 

behavior. 

The study does not take into account opinions people under 19 since people within this age 

group are not likely to buy furniture thus not a target group for furniture companies. Most of 

the respondents were within the 19-23 age range (37%) and the 24-35 age range (31%). Only 

4% of all respondents were more than 55 years old. People aged 36-45 years cover 16% of the 
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sample while people aged 46-55 years cover 12%. In short, the sample consists of more 

younger people than older people, with more than half of all respondents ranging from 19 to 

35 years old (68%). 

According to the General Office for Population Family Planning, out of the people of age 20 

and above, 41% are within 20-34 age range, people from 35-44 constitute 25%, people from 

45-54 constitute 21% and 13% are of age 55 and above. A large part of the Vietnamese 

population (above age 19) is of younger age (41% are from 20-34) so this matches with the 

age structure of the sample, which includes mostly younger people (Population structure 

according to age, gender and gender proportion 2010-2011, 2011). 

 

Figure 1: All respondents divided in Age (%) 

 

 

Table 2: Vietnam Age Structure in 2011 (%) (Population structure according to age, gender and gender 

proportion 2010-2011, 2011) 

Age groups Percentage (%) 

20-24 8.5 

25-29 8.5 

30-34 7.9 

35-39 7.6 

40-44 7.3 

45-49 6.8 

50-54 6.2 

55-59 4.2 

60-64 2.9 

65+ 7.0 
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More than half of the respondents in the sample already have jobs, either being employed or 

self-employed (56%), while many respondents were also students (37%). Only a few 

respondents were currently unemployed (4%) and retired (4%). It is shown that most of the 

respondents have an income. 

 

Figure 2: All respondents divided in Occupation (%) 

 

A large amount of respondents in the sample have their own families with children (44%). 

38% of all respondents are living with parents while 10% are living with 

spouses/partners/friends (no children). 8% live alone.  

 

Figure 3: All respondents divided in Living Situation (%) 

 

Overall, the sample consists of mostly younger people, and people with an income (while 

students are the second largest group) and people having families and children (while quite 

many people live with their parents).  

In short, according to the data presented above, the sample is believed to be non-biased and 

the age structure of the respondents matches well with the age structure of the Vietnamese 

population in general. The results of the survey is therefore considered to be reliable and 

valid. 
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2.2. Analysis and Conclusion 

With the help of Excel, data obtained from the survey were used to create graphs and tables 

that could be analyzed, in order to fulfill the purpose of this study. Information gained from 

both interviews and the survey was then taken into consideration, compared and analyzed in 

order to answer the questions posed. 

3. VIETNAMESE CONSUMERS’ PERCEPTION OF SWEDISH 

FURNITURE PRODUCT VALUES 

 
Figure 4: Model of The Vietnamese Consumers’ Perception of Swedish Furniture Product Values, own creation 

The figure above will be used throughout the thesis as the conceptual basis for understanding 

the Vietnamese Consumers’ Perception of Swedish Furniture Product Values. As the focus is 

to describe the perception of furniture, the model explains factors that affects Vietnamese 

Furniture Consumers when perceiving Furniture Product Values. Aside from the consumers 

own Personal Values, they are also affected by circumstanstial factors (Furniture Market and 

the Society and Culture). These are the framework tools for which the Findings and Analysis 

can reflect on when then describing how the Vietnamese Furniture Consumers perceive the 

typical product values of Swedish Furniture.  
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3.1. Swedish Furniture Values 

Home furnishing and furniture design can often be grouped and located in national or regional 

identities. Scandinavia is thus referred to as a unified place with certain trademarks and stylish 

traits, often ranked highly in the international furniture market along with fellow European 

countries like Italy, Germany and France (Reimer & Leslie, 2008, p. 10-12). According to 

Dana French’s report (as cited in Bennington, 2004, p. 68-69), retailers include Scandinavian 

in contemporary furniture style in their list of various furniture styles. Contemporary style 

refers to any design that is changing continually, not bound to traditions and the designers are 

constantly in search of new shapes as well as new materials (Bennington, 2004, p. 84). 

The Scandinavian furniture design is often described as simple and humble, yet also futuristic 

and functionalistic. The deliberate minimalism in style and shape creates a more spacious and 

inviting room, further evident with the fresh scenery of bright lights and soft colors typical in 

décor and textile. The furniture will also often have a clean and natural element, featured both 

in the ways of manufacturing and in the final appearance of the products and furnishing (De-

Clutter 2012 Challenge: Simple Scandinavian Design, 2012). 

Ultimately, the style of Scandinavian furniture reflects a certain lifestyle of the Scandinavian 

people. An obvious reason for Swedes to prefer lots of bright lights in their furnishing should 

be a consequence of the long and dark winters experienced in northern Europe (De-Clutter 

2012 Challenge: Simple Scandinavian Design, 2012). Purchasing simple and soft colored 

furniture also enables you to be your own interior to a higher extent since you can add new or 

alternative décor more easily and constantly update and furnish your room according to 

current trends and fashion. Due to the modern way of living and more individual lifestyles in 

Sweden, people would consequently prefer such self-created value and qualities in furnishing.  

In fact, it is believed that Scandinavian modern design has been a model for overall building 

and styling in the society as well, due to the strong characteristics and sophisticated culture in 

the design (Reimer & Leslie, 2008, p. 10-12). This is certainly a further example of how 

influential Scandinavian design actually is on lifestyles and ways of thinking, covering a 

whole spectrum of values and images, more substantial than the lone furniture product itself. 

3.1.1. Company Case - IKEA 

IKEA is without doubt the most successful of Swedish furniture companies abroad and the 

pure essence of strong lifestyle furniture described above. Hence, a shorter description of the 
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Company Values and Swedish Origins of IKEA will be presented below, as well as IKEA’s 

general marketing concepts. 

IKEA’s Concept 

IKEA’s mission has been to create better everyday lifes for the average consumer. The focus 

of the company has been to serve people with easy but well-designed and functional products, 

always at an affordable price, so have as many people as possible being able to come and buy 

their furniture products. The concept thus includes three criterias: good design, functionality 

and low price, and they target their products mostly on younger consumers and families with 

younger children, often them who wants to start creating a new home. The idea is basically to 

provide a better life for the vast majority of the society, and they do so by being rational and 

focus on real practical situations, and not so much on the physical attributes of the furniture 

itself (Our business idea, 2012). 

IKEA’s Brand Value 

It has taken over 50 years to create IKEA’s successful brand value. Through long marketing 

communications with the consumers, they have been able to create a certain image, based on 

the concepts above. The consumers now associate IKEA with emotional and rational values. 

IKEA describes themselves as: “Your partner in better living. We do our part, you do yours. 

Together we save money". They have with this way succesfully been able to create a stable 

relationship with their consumers (Student info, 2011). 

IKEA’s Swedish Origin 

Much of IKEA concepts and values derives from their Swedish background. IKEA does often 

advertise itself as a Swedish company by pointing out how their heritage and the symbols of 

Sweden have inspired their operatives and features. The Swedish nature and lifestyle is shown 

a lot in IKEA’s product range. For instance, the style is often fresh and spacious, as the nature 

in Sweden is characterized by that. Also, as Sweden experiences cold and dark winters, design 

is required to have much light and bright colors, so to create a more welcoming and warmer 

feeling in the room (Swedish heritage, 2012). 

In fact, IKEA describes its design and concepts as taken from classic artists (such as Carl and 

Karin Larsson in the late 1800s) and movements influencing the Swedish society (such as the 

social equity development in the 1950s). These styles of modernism and functionalism, as 
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well as Swedish welfare states policies are thus heavily reflected in IKEAs product range, as 

they strive to continue these Swedish (home furnishing) traditions – “modern but not trendy, 

functional yet attractive, people-focused and child-friendly” (Student info, 2011). 

3.2. Product Values 

To be perceived as a company with good value products is regarded to be the main and most 

challenging target for furniture value creators. The value perceived by consumers is though 

not only created by one aspect of value but by the total experience, measuring all different 

parts of product values, as well as other circumstances. It is also important to note that the real 

creators of values are the consumers themselves. The companies can only supply assumptive 

images for consumers to create real value. For instance, furniture companies can give the 

consumers an idea of how the products should be used (ways of use, decorating, looks etc), 

but it is eventually the consumers who will estimate the value of these products and how they 

want to interpret and use it in their home and social life (Andreu et. al 2010 p. 248-249). 

In other words, the Vietnamese furniture consumers may perceive product values differently 

from the way Swedish companies create them. Thus, in order to closer understand the product 

values from a consumer perspective, a description of each value according to Figure 1 will be 

presented below. 

3.2.1. Functional Values 

Functional value is the major value consumers look for when buying a product and consumers 

are motivated to buy a product by its expected utility. Price, quality and functionality of the 

product all influence the functional values (“Furniture industry in restructuring: systems & 

tools,” n.d.). 

Price 

As the seller expresses through price the monetary worth of the product, the consumer value 

price differently (Bennington, 2004, p. 177). Jacoby and Olson (1997) differentiated between 

the concepts of objective price and perceived price. Objective price refers to the actual price 

of a product while perceived price refers to the price as encoded by the consumer (as cited by 

Zeithaml, 1988, p. 10). 
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Quality 

Zeithaml (1988, p. 3) suggests that quality can be defined as superiority or excellence and 

perceived quality therefore can be referred to as the consumer’s judgment about the overall 

excellence or superiority of a product. Perceived quality is not the same as objective quality, 

which may not exist since quality is always perceived by some person (Zeithaml, 1988, p. 5). 

Functionality 

Furniture products are purchased to fulfill the need for both functionality. The design of the 

furniture should serve the purpose of the consumers when buying the product, for example a 

dresser meets the need of the consumer for storage space (Bennington, 2004, p.67). Small 

details such as the leather cover of a sofa (whether the leather is smooth enough) or the weight 

of a chair (whether it is easy to move it) are all part of functionality.  

3.2.2. Social Values 

Furniture consumers seek social value from buying the furniture as their social status can be 

reflected through the furniture. Each consumer has his or her own identity as well as a self-

concept, while different products help them to express that identity (“Furniture industry in 

restructuring: systems & tools,” n.d.). Since furniture products could reflect an individual’s 

social status, the brand could play an important role. The reputation of the brand as well as its 

origin could therefore be what a consumer takes into consideration when buying furniture. 

Brand Reputation and Country of Origin effect 

Country of Origin was defined by Akira Nagashima (1970) as: 

the picture, the reputation, the stereotype that businessmen and consumers attach to products of a 

specific country. This image is created by such variables as representative products, national 

characteristics, economic and political background, history and tradition (Piron, 2000 p. 308). 

Consequently, the origin of the brand could have the effect of influencing the consumers’ 

decision-making between products. It is suggested to be more effective with more expensive 

products, since consumers evaluate many more assets when purchasing an expensive product 

(Piron, 2000 p. 311). Still, consumers may also decide to spend more money for a nationally 

established brand, due to it often being perceived as less risky and socially and emotionally 

more comfortable (Goldsmith et al, 2010:340). 
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3.2.3. Aesthetic Values 

Aesthetic values refer to the visual benefit a furniture product could bring (Xaxx, n.d.). Apart 

from its function, a furniture product’s appearance also plays an important role. It would be 

ideal if a piece of furniture perform its functions properly as well as pleasing to look at. Many 

furniture products could be considered works of art when sophisticated carvings and elaborate 

details were created and enormous work was dedicated to making these (Xaxx, n.d.). 

3.3. Vietnamese Personal Values 

Personal values refer to what people believe to be desirable or beneficial to them personally. 

These values are though often affected by social and cultural learning (Lai, 1995, p. 381-388). 

Consumers will therefore purchase furniture based on either a high or low extent of genuine 

personal liking, based on how much they are affected or influenced by exterior circumstances 

and conditions. The Vietnamese perceptions are thus potentially reflected much through the 

outlook of the market as well as the society and cultural values that derive from it. 

3.3.1. Vietnamese Society and Culture 

A large number of countries in Asia and South East Asia, including Vietnam, are referred to 

as big emerging markets meaning that they have certain common traits as developing socities. 

Ghauri (2006) summarize these traits as They: 

 are all physically large 

 have significant populations 

 represent considerable markets for a wide range of products 

 all have strong rates of growth or the potential for significant growth 

 have all undertaken significant programmes of economic reform 

 are all of major political importance within their regions 

 are ‘regional economic drivers’ 

 will engender further expansion in neighboring markets as they grow  

(Ghauri 2006, p. 190-191) 

Also according to Ghauri a difference between developed and developing countries lies in the 

demand of diversity in products. The more developed a country is, the more they will demand 

a variety and sophistication in marketing functions and services, since they are more keen on 
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being diversified and individualistic (Ghauri 2006, p. 189-190). Therefore, living in an 

emerging market, the Vietnamese consumers would supposedly be less concerned with the 

specific functions a product have, rather they would focus on the overall assets and public 

value that is generally perceived by the society. Also, it might be a cultural factor shaping this 

standard perception as well, as Vietnam is regarded as a collective society, meaning that they 

would be less willing to buy products for the sake of personal development, and rather for the 

sake of society or family approval (Focus study: family life in Vietnam, 1999). 

Cultural values of an individual are shaped by the characteristics of the culture and society the 

individual is in. These values are defined as general beliefs of what is considered desirable by 

a society (Lai, 1995, p. 381-388). An article that deals with that society and cultural effect, in 

relation with the Vietnamese consumer perception, is “consumers perceptions of the country-

of-origin effect on purchasing intentions of conspicuous products” (2000) by Francis Piron, 

which includes a study on South East Asia. Basically, it describes South East Asian 

consumers as more "conspicuous", meaning that they are more material when purchasing 

products. Piron describes this phenomenon as cultural saying that: 

conspicuous consumption is a culturally acceptable medium to communicate wealth and social class 

affiliation: important values to Asian, and particularly Chinese, consumers (Piron, 2000 p. 309). 

Another way to understand the assumptive behavior of Vietnamese consumers, in relation to 

Swedish furniture creation, is to use Hofstedes 5-D Model. The model explains the cultural 

differences between countries by looking at five dimensions (Power distance, Individualism, 

Masculinity/Femininity, Uncertainty avoidance and Long term orientation), and by ranking 

them on a score level from 0 to 100 one can estimate more or less cultural characteristics in 

the society (National Cultural Dimensions, 2012). The figure below is a comparison between 

Vietnam and Sweden according to each dimension. 
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Figure 5: Hofstedes 5-D Model, Vietnam vs. Sweden (National Cultural Dimensions, 2012). 

From a Vietnamese furniture consumer perspective, Individualism, Uncertainty avoidance and 

Long term orientation are the most relevant dimensions to compare. While the figure reveals 

an almost even low score on Uncertainty avoidance, meaning that both Vietnam and Sweden 

have a quite relaxed attitude to uncertain outcomes (which would suppose a higher 

willingness, as consumers, to try out new things), the charts on Individualism and Long term 

orientation tells a very different story. The low score on Individualism indicates that Vietnam 

has a much more collective society than Sweden, meaning that the concerns for public 

approval and fitting in a group are high (as a consumer you would not therefore want to be 

singled out with purchasing certain products). The high score on Long term orientation, on the 

other hand, would imply that Vietnamese are also persevered and pragmatic, being able to 

adapt their traditions with modern contexts (and thus also meaning a more thrifty consumer 

behavior) (National Cultural Dimensions, 2012). 

3.3.2. Vietnamese Furniture Market 

There are two main segments in the Vietnamese furniture market: the common segment and 

the high-end segment. The common segment refers to carpenters shops or smaller local 

enterprise. The high-end segment provides imported furniture products or well-known 

domestic enterprises’ products. In Vietnam, big cities are the largest markets for furniture. 

The capital city Hanoi as well as Ho Chi Minh City are the two biggest economic centers of 

Vietnam (The Vietnamese Furniture Industry, 2006). 
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Vietnamese furniture products include wooden furniture, metal furniture, rattan and plastic 

furniture, with wooden furniture as the most common product. People’s taste and trends in 

furniture change over time and if the furniture seller targets big cities’ population then their 

buying behaviors differ a lot from those who live in the countryside. There are also a lot of 

houses and apartment blocks being built, as the urbanization process in Vietnam provides 

bigger markets for furniture (The Vietnamese Furniture Industry, 2006). 

Given that the Vietnamese furniture companies now encounter many difficulties in the export 

market, they plan to target the local market. Mr. Dang Quoc Hung, vice-president of HAWA 

(Handicraft And Wood industry Association) explained that in 2012, the export market may 

not improve, therefore the local market could be one solution for Vietnamese furniture 

companies. According to Mr. Dien Quang Hiep, president of Mifaco Company, tougher 

export market and bigger and more attractive local market make Vietnamese furniture 

companies want to regain the local market (Doanh nghiệp đồ gỗ quay lại thị trường nội địa, 

2011). 

Vietnamese furniture companies face a competition from imported furniture goods, especially 

from China. Imported furniture products enjoy a good market share in Vietnam in terms of 

price (not too expensive) and designs. Imported furniture distributors say that selling imported 

furniture generates more profit and it takes shorter time to receive return on investments than 

manufacturing or buying from Vietnamese manufacturers. Some large chain stores that sell 

imported furniture are Pho Xinh, Land Bond, Lee Furniture, SB Furniture (Hàng nội thất 

Trung Quốc chiếm lĩnh thị trường Việt Nam, 2009). 

The possibility for furniture retail markets in Vietnam has shown increasingly great potential 

in recent years. This is because of the growing population in the country, with a younger and 

wealthier group of people now settling down for a family life, and therefore spending more 

money on furniture. Spending on housing increased from 2000 to 2007 by 59.2% and 

estimated to VND28 249.1 billion (2007). Meanwhile, spending on household goods and 

services increased by 69.1% from 2000 to 2007, estimated to VND60 658.5 billion (2007), 

which does indicate an increasing concern for more decorating and design as well (Furniture 

Market Overview). 

It has also been reported that Vietnamese consumers show an increasing “preference for 

contemporary, durable and affordable furniture with a DIY (Do It Yourself) concept”, as the 

percentage on hardware and DIY goods in particular grew by 60.3% from 2000-2007 
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(Furniture Market Overview). Added to this, it has also been reported that interests in foreign 

furniture are also increasing and, compared to local furniture, often considerable (Furniture 

Market Overview). 

4. FINDINGS 

4.1. Vietnamese Furniture Market 

According to Ms. Thuy, the domestic furniture retailing market has been getting sluggish 

starting from year 2010 (in the period 2007-2010 the overall situation was much more 

positive for all businesses) and the trend seems to continue this year. The reasons for this, 

according to Ms. Thuy, include the ailing economy in general and the unstable real estate in 

past years. Problems in the real estate market reasonably led to problems in the furniture 

market as well (T. T. T. Nguyen, personal communication, May 5, 2012). Mr. Dzung also 

attributed the cause of the falling furniture retailing market to the receding economy and 

challenges in the real estate market, as compared to the lively and thriving market from 2009-

2010. However, Mr. Dzung added that companies that have made a name for themselves are 

not affected that badly and they still have customers. About the general furniture retailing 

market, he claimed that the market may decline around 30% this year, if it was 100% from 

2009-2010, 80% in year 2011 and year 2012 it may be around 65-70% (V. D. Phung, personal 

communication, May 6, 2012). 

According to Ms. Thuy, competition in the furniture retail business is strong and comes from 

other Vietnamese stores, especially in terms of price (her store is on De La Thanh Street, 

which is famous for cheap custom-built furniture). If other Vietnamse stores offer lower 

prices on their furniture products, they are likely to attract more customers (T. T. T. Nguyen, 

personal communication, May 5, 2012). 

4.2. Product Values 

4.2.1. Functional Values 

Most people interviewed points out good quality and good price as the main important factors 

when Vietnamese consumers purchase furniture. Only Ms. Hoa and Ms. Hau, referring to 

their personal points of view, think that the price is not more important than the design 

(T.Q.H. Nguyen, personal communication, May 17, 2012). In fact, Ms. Hau believes design to 

be even more important than quality (H.H. Bui, personal communication, May 17, 2012).  
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The preferred balance between finding the right quality for the right price is also not 

homogenous in the views and points shared by the persons interviewed. Mr. Wingårdh, for 

instance, notes that the absence of certain laws and rights in the Vietnam society, such as 

National Board for Consumer Complaints or rights for withdrawal creates a particular 

importance for the consumers to focus on quality. For instance, Vietnamese consumers have 

much interest and knowledge in the material of the furniture, as they need to make a (single) 

right choice and be certain that the furniture has the right standard preferred. At the same 

time, the quality preferred is always valued with the price, so a furniture store like UMA 

always looks at creating “value for money” for their consumers (A. Wingårdh, personal 

communication, April 27 2012). 

Vietnamese furniture customers can choose to buy either ready-made products or custom built 

products. Ms. Phuong Anh speaks of the consumers’ decision to purchase either one of those 

as a signal for how they value quality and price. According to Mr. Dzung, custom built 

products are of higher quality - wood quality - (V. D. Phung, personal communication, May 6, 

2012) while Mr. Thiet claimed that ready-made products are better manufactured and more up 

to standards compared to custom built products, due to better technology and machinery (K.T. 

Dam, personal communication, May 10, 2012).  When purchasing custom made furniture, the 

consumers can decide for themselves which the, design or the size of the furniture they would 

want in their home, as well as make sure that the furniture fits the room perfectly. For 

instance, some would prefer hand-made furniture made of better wood material as valued 

quality, even though the customized wood may not have the normal (functional) standard as 

mass-produced, ready made furniture. A readymade furniture would, however, mean that the 

price will be higher (with the exception of big Vietnamese furniture companies like Hoa Phat 

and Xuan Hoa since they focus on producing office furniture made of industrial wood that 

have few designs and low price), so consumers’ decision over preferred quality will have an 

effect on both price and functionality (P.A. Bui, personal communication, May 5, 2012). 

Mr. Thiet estimates that about half of Vietnams’ furniture consumers visit workshops instead 

of stores, in order to have custom made furniture with cheaper prices. This would mean a less 

aesthetic value, but Mr. Thiet expects the price factor to be very important for Vietnamese 

consumers, as well as being able to get better wood material (K.T. Dam, personal 

communication, May 10, 2012). However, furniture that have a lot of carvings and details 

made in some handicraft villages known for making reproduction furniture (copies of antique 

furniture) such as Dong Ky village could cost more than ready made furniture (T.Q.H. 
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Nguyen, personal communication, May 17, 2012). Mr. Dzung also thinks that Vietnamese 

consumers’ main concerns are price and wood quality. Most consumers prefer natural wood 

as it last longer, which could be translated into more economic value (V. D. Phung, personal 

communication, May 6, 2012). This could be seen more clearly in older consumers’ behavior, 

they would normally prefer to go to workshops to have their furniture custom made since they 

are afraid of being tricked and being able to choose the material and supervise the process of 

manufacturing the furniture may make them feel safer. Ms. Phuong Anh claimed that younger 

people nowadays do not think that way and they are willing to buy readymade furniture as 

long as the design fits their taste (P.A. Bui, personal communication, May 5, 2012). 

According to Mr. Thiet, in some furniture supermarkets in Vietnam, 50% of the products sold 

are imported and about 90% of those imported furniture products come from China since the 

price is cheaper. At Melinh Plaza furniture supermarket, 70% are imported and 30% are made 

in Vietnam (K.T. Dam, personal communication, May 10, 2012). Mr. Dzung does not import 

furniture from overseas so often because according to him, imported furniture normally takes 

longer time to sell since furniture could be produced in Vietnam with the same design and at a 

cheaper price (V. D. Phung, personal communication, May 6, 2012).  

 Ms. Phuong Anh believes that functionality is an increasing value for furniture consumers in 

Vietnam, leveling the need for products to be of good and long-lasting material (P.A. Bui, 

personal communication, May 5, 2012). Ms. Hau also speaks of functionality as a reason for 

choosing custom made furniture. As the accurate details are important in furniture, so the size 

fits the room etc., as well as fitting the temperature in which you live (for instance, some may 

or may not have air conditioners) consumers could have the product adjusted to their personal 

requirements or living conditions by ordering custom made furniture instead of ready made 

(H.H. Bui, personal communication, May 17, 2012). 

According to the survey, the respondents don’t think price is as important as was indicated by 

most interviews, although they often regard it as fairly to highly important (3-5
1
, 82%). The 

factors influencing the respondents’ decision the most when buying furniture are 

functionality, quality and aesthetic design. Only respondents aged 19-23 are equally affected 

by price as much as quality, functionality and aesthetic design, while the older respondents all 

seem to be less affected by price than other factors like functionality, quality and aesthetic 

design. Overall, the respondents actually think that aesthetics are slightly more important than 

                                                           
1
 The numbers referred to are according to the questionnaire scale (1-5), 1:not at all, 5:very much 
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price when purchasing furniture, while respondents aged 36-45 even consider it to be the most 

important factor of all.  

 

Figure 6: How much do the following factors affect your decision-making when buying furniture products?(all 

age groups) 

 

Figure 7 & 8: How much do the following factors affect your decision-making when buying furniture products? 

 

Unlike students and the unemployed, employees and retired are both affected by functionality 

and quality more than price, while all occupation groups agree that functionality is the most 

important factor when buying furniture. People of all living situations value functionality, 

quality and price to more or less the same extent except for people already having their own 

families with children. They pay less attention to price in relation to functionality and quality. 
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Regarding price in relation to quality, most respondents have a moderate view on low price 

implying low quality (3, 41%). Respondents aged 36-45 and 46-55 agree the most with this 

statement, while respondents aged 55+ quite clearly disagree the most. The same goes with 

occupation, as retired respondents disagree the most, while employed/unemployed agree most 

with the statement. 

 

Figure 9 & 10: Does a low price on furniture products imply bad quality to you? 

 

4.2.2. Social Values 

According to the survey, a significant amount of respondents have updated their home with 

new furniture/décor within the last six months (41%) or year (26%). Respondents aged 24 to 

35 seem to update their home most frequently, while respondents aged 19-23 and 55+ have 

more widely spread updates, including a relatively high percentage on “more than 3 years 

ago”. The same goes with living situation, as respondents living alone or with parents have a 

high percentage on more than 3 years ago. 

 

Figure 11 & 12: When was the last time you updated and furnished your home with new furniture/décor? 
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A significant amount of respondents furnish their home according to personal taste (80%), but 

also with some regards to Family/Friends taste (23%) or Current fashion (32%). It is quite a 

clear pattern that respondents aged 19-23, being students and living with parents furnish more 

independently. Older and retired respondents, while focusing the most on their personal tastes, 

focus more on current fashion compared to younger people. In terms of  middle aged, 

employees and family-life respondents, the reasons are more evenly spread. 

Figure 13 & 14: According to whom or 

what do you furnish your home? 

Brand reputation as an important 

factor for Vietnamese consumers is a view not shared by all. Ms. Hoa notes that brands only 

become important when furniture is purchased at supermarkets or furniture stores, and not 

when it is custom made (T.Q.H. Nguyen, personal communication, May 17, 2012). Ms. Thuy 

believes that furniture consumers are more concerned with the wood quality, as indicated 

above (T. T. T. Nguyen, personal communication, May 5, 2012). Mr. Wingårdh also believes 

that Vietnamese consumers have great trust in brands that can deliver good quality. They can 

therefore settle for a certain brand if they once find quality in any of the products delivered by 

that company (A. Wingårdh, personal communication, April 27 2012). Ms. Phuong Anh also 

thinks that the quality, as well as the design, adds to the reputation of the brand, and most 

often a foreign brand would imply such qualities (P.A. Bui, personal communication, May 5, 

2012).  

Furthermore, Ms. Phuong Anh thinks that Mr. Wingårdh’s store UMA attracts Vietnamese 

consumers because they have foreign designs, which adds to the assumption that foreign 

origins are preferred over local, Vietnamese brands (P.A. Bui, personal communication, May 

5, 2012). Mr. Wingårdh himself thinks that Vietnamese people often wants to purchase 

Vietnamese brands, due to the pride taken in being Vietnamese, but at the same time they are 

also aware of the bad quality often delivered from the local brands, so they would still prefer 
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to purchase products with foreign assets. At UMA, as well as being identified as a foreign 

store (with foreign designers), they will also equally try to show their local heritage (that the 

products are locally made etc.), so to relate more to Vietnamese consumers as well as their 

actual preferences (A. Wingårdh, personal communication, April 27 2012). 

Mr. Thiet agrees that Vietnamese furniture consumers prefer Foreign products to local 

products. Chinese brands are mentioned as a popular brand in Vietnam nowadays (K.T. Dam, 

personal communication, May 10, 2012). Ms. Thuy has also been encouraged to import 

Chinese products due to this belief. However, she also believes that Vietnamese consumers 

could well prefer local brands too as the demand for cheap prices and wood quality is so 

extensive. She thinks that foreign products do have better design, style and functionality, but 

as the local Vietnamese stores still provide the cheapest prices it can still compete with the 

foreign store and appeal to a lot of consumers (T. T. T. Nguyen, personal communication, 

May 5, 2012). Ms. Hau believes that the some Vietnamese workers do make good furniture 

with good functionality, but more importantly with good wood quality. She explains the 

reason why some customers do not choose to buy custom made furniture by saying that few 

have the ability to locate these stores of good reputation and therefore turn to ready made, 

industrial furniture instead (where foreign furniture stores often have better reputation than 

Vietnamese) (H.H. Bui, personal communication, May 17, 2012). 

Mr. Dzung also thinks that Vietnamese furniture companies can compete well with the 

foreign stores and he even claims that consumers purchase more Vietnamese furniture 

products than some years ago. Besides price as a given factor, he also believes that they can 

be competitive in terms of design, as local companies can copy the design from foreign 

products by importing products from abroad and use them as references when creating their 

own furniture (V. D. Phung, personal communication, May 6, 2012). This could be further 

assumed by Mr. Wingårdh’s comment, saying that Vietnamese designers are perhaps not as 

expressive yet as their foreign counterpart, but are still equally creative (A. Wingårdh, 

personal communication, April 27 2012). 

As some Vietnamese furniture consumers do prefer foreign styled furniture and brands, it is 

not clear if they are more specific with what sort of foreign (region or country) they prefer, or 

if it is just the foreignness as a whole that is the target. Ms. Phuong Anh speaks of European 

furniture as certainly appealing to Vietnamese consumers, and also thinks that a company like 

IKEA could have success in Vietnam, due to its affordable prices (P.A. Bui, personal 
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communication, May 5, 2012). Mr. Wingårdh believes that consumers do not care if UMA 

has a Swedish and Scandinavian origin or not, so when advertising their furniture they 

basically only reveal that the store has a foreign touch in design, which would be enough in 

terms of information about their country/region of origin, as a more specific focus would have 

no effect (A. Wingårdh, personal communication, April 27 2012). 

Overall, according to the survey, many respondents answer that they are influenced by brand 

reputation and brand origin to a moderate extent (see Figure 3, 4 and 5). The respondents of 

all age groups and all living situations are the least affected by the reputation as well as the 

origin of the brand with the exception of people over 55 who are more concerned about brand 

reputation than price, while people aged 36-45  value brand origin and price at the same level. 

Unemployed and employed respondents do not consider brand reputation and brand origin to 

be as important as other factors. The students are as much concerned about the two factors as 

aesthetic design, while retired people are even more affected by these two factors than price. 

Answers are split when asked if they look for any certain brand name when buying furniture 

products, while an even larger percent of respondents do not look for any certain country of 

origin when buying furniture products. Some brand names mentioned by the respondents 

include ;Nha Xinh, IKEA, Pho Xinh, Hoang Anh Gia Lai, UMA, Pico, Me Linh, Dafuco etc. 

Many different countries are mentioned in the responses, for example; Japan, USA, Thailand, 

Malaysia, Taiwan, etc., while many also stated Vietnam as the country of origin they look for 

when buying furniture.  

Figure 15 & 16: Do you look for any certain brand name/country of origin when buying furniture products? 
 

Consumers seem to have an overall moderate view on foreign furniture being preferred over 

Vietnamese furniture (scale 3, 37%). About one third of the respondents prefer Vietnamese 

brands and one third of the respondents prefer foreign brands. As for the respondents who 

Brand name Country of origin 
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prefer Vietnamese brands, quality and functionality are the dominant reasons mentioned, 

while the respondents who prefer foreign brands mention slightly more various reasons, 

including  price as a dominant reason, although both have quality as the top reason for their 

preference.  

 

Figure 17 & 18: Do you prefer foreign brands to Vietnamese brands?
 2

 

Half of the respondents claim that they know nothing at all about Scandinavian furniture 

products with only 10% claiming that they know much (4) or very much (5). A similar rate 

goes with Swedish furniture products, with the exception of fewer respondents claiming that 

they know nothing at all (35%), leveled with almost nothing (35%). Thus, most respondents 

possess limited knowledge of Scandinavian and Swedish furniture products. This is the same 

for all age groups, occupation groups and living situations. Out of the 10 respondents who 

claim to know very much about Swedish products, 8 strongly agree that Swedish furniture is 

of good quality and design, while half of the 26 who claim to know fairly much about 

Swedish products strongly agree with the same, and 11 very much agree. 

 

Figure 19 & 20: How much do you know about Scandinavian/Swedish furniture products? 
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4.2.3. Aesthetic Values 

Mr. Wingårdh also speaks of the conditions in which Vietnamese consumers cannot afford to 

focus on the aesthetic design of a furniture product. As many people don’t have the income 

enough to evaluate the characteristics of a product rather than the actual quality itself, a 

furniture store such as UMA focuses, more than anything, on a good rate between quality and 

price (A. Wingårdh, personal communication, April 27 2012). 

There is also a cultural factor in which Vietnamese consumers do not pay more attention to 

the aesthetics of a furniture product. Mr. Wingårdh notes that people in Vietnam spend more 

time outside their home (compared to Sweden), which leads to a reduced need for home 

furnishing. For instance, Vietnamese people do not pay much attention to the look of their 

kitchen, as they often eat out in restaurants (A. Wingårdh, personal communication, April 27 

2012). 

Despite this, Mr. Wingårdh believes that more and more consumers also pay, or at least wants 

to pay, attention to the aesthetic design given, which has been the target for UMA (to get 

people to be more keen on appearance). As Vietnam has a recent history of misery, he 

believes that furniture products in Vietnam should not be too regular or dull, and UMA 

therefore tries to create good and appealing design for their furniture (A. Wingårdh, personal 

communication, April 27 2012). 

According to Ms. Phuong Anh, some stores in Vietnam that attract quite a few furniture 

customers with average and high income include UMA, Nha Xinh. UMA has been expanding 

in the last few years from one store to 4-5 stores. Both of them sell both imported products 

and products made in Vietnam. Another thing in common of both stores is that they offer their 

customers a variety of styles and designs (P.A. Bui, personal communication, May 5, 2012).  

Ms. Phuong Anh also mentions that the current trend in furniture is simple style. She claims 

that younger consumers take interest in European, sophisticated style as well (with many 

details). The older generation of consumers would still prefer traditional Vietnamese style 

though, and price is always the decisive factor when consumers choose between different 

styles and designs (P.A. Bui, personal communication, May 5, 2012). Ms. Hoa agrees with 

this and says that affluent families would still prefer more traditional furniture, while the 

younger consumers with less money would prefer the more modern style furniture, certainly if 

they live in an apartment. If they had more money, and would be able to live in a villa, they 
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would probably prefer more antique furniture as it would last longer, fit the house better and 

set up for a long-lasting family life (T.Q.H. Nguyen, personal communication, May 17, 2012). 

Ms. Phuong Anh also sees the interest in simple style as somewhat aggregated with the need 

for cheaper prices (on a short-term basis), as a preference for simple aesthetics would 

presumably mean that it is not too expensive to manufacture (P.A. Bui, personal 

communication, May 5, 2012). 

Both Mr. Thiet and Mr. Dzung agrees that the new generation of consumers now prefer 

modern style furniture, and they describe that to be simple style with light color design. 

According to Mr. Thiet, the popularity in these aesthetical characteristics comes with the fact 

that most people in Vietnam lives in smaller houses and apartments, so a darker color and 

bigger furniture would make the rooms look even smaller (K.T. Dam, personal 

communication, May 10, 2012). Mr. Dzung also sees a preference for fewer details and 

carvings, and more interest in flatter and smoother surfaces in furnishing (V. D. Phung, 

personal communication, May 6, 2012). Ms. Hau add to this view by saying that modern 

furniture goes well with apartments, as an apartment already has simple architecture 

(compared to bigger houses) and therefore fits the idea of simple furnishing. She also thinks 

that modern furniture suits the way of modern life and pace these days, as modern style 

furniture (for example a table with flat surfaces) requires little time to clean (H.H. Bui, 

personal communication, May 17, 2012). 

Mr. Dzung also notes that the trend in color has turned from dark and shiny paint to a lighter 

paint with no shine (V. D. Phung, personal communication, May 6, 2012). Mr. Thiet explains 

this by saying that dark colors earlier had a more luxurious feel, but it has now turned to white 

instead (K.T. Dam, personal communication, May 10, 2012). Dark colors still has some 

preference though, for example in flooring, and according to Ms. Thuy, it is still thought by 

consumers to be cleaner than white  (T. T. T. Nguyen, personal communication, May 5, 

2012). Ms. Hoa feels that dark colors still have that luxurious feel, as it is related with the 

antique design, presumably more expensive than the modern styled and light colored furniture 

(T.Q.H. Nguyen, personal communication, May 17, 2012). 

According to the survey, the respondents preferences in aesthetic characteristics are quite 

mixed. Most of the respondents (of all ages) agree that furniture which makes the room look 

larger and more spacious is very much important (5, 43%). Futuristic and modern design 

seems to be fairly to very much important (3-5, 79%), while simple furnishing also seems to 
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be fairly to very much important (3-5, 82%). Most of the respondents seem to appreciate a 

mix between dark and light colors (3, 37%), as light colors are far from being a dominant 

preference. Overall, the answers show that most of the respondents value furniture that could 

create more space in the room the most, followed by simple furniture and modern design 

while light color in furniture is not very important. Respondents aged 55+ do find all 

characteristics slightly less preferred than the average, while the respondents aged 19-23 find 

all characteristics slightly more preferred than the average. 

 

Figure 21: How important are these characteristics to you when choosing furniture/décor?(all age groups) 

 

Figure 22 & 23: How important are these characteristics to you when choosing furniture/décor? 
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5. ANALYSIS  

5.1. Vietnamese Furniture Market 

Unlike what the Furniture Market Overview suggested, the people interviewed does not share 

the view that Vietnam is experiencing an all flourishing furniture market. This can though be 

explained by the fact that the reports from the Furniture Market Overview were conducted in 

2007, a year before the financial crisis that negatively affected most markets in the world. 

Since then, Vietnam has experienced a less prosperous time with tighter budgets and fewer 

consumers with much money to spend. Also quite unlike the Furniture Market Overview, the 

persons interviewed describes a tougher competition between the retailing stores, as well as a 

more even spread of local and foreign businesses thought to be considered. The survey also 

suggests that foreign furniture is a preference not entirely shared by all. However, the findings 

still provides some elevating and surprising results. 

5.2. Product Values 

5.2.1. Functional Values 

Respondents from the survey don’t recognize themselves to be affected by price as much as 

were indicated by several persons interviewed. In terms of functional values, both quality and 

functionality are overall regarded as more important. While a few interviewees, by 

circumstances, speak of the high importance of quality and the increasing importance of 

functionality, it is often reiterated that the importance of the cost of the furniture outweighs all 

other factors. This assumption does not hold true in the case of the average Vietnamese 

consumer in the survey. Perhaps it should be noted that the respondents may adopt a more 

realistic attitude towards price when the purchase furniture in reality (they may think more 

about price when they consider the appropriate amount of money to spend on furniture in real 

life. However, the question clearly asks for factors that affect their decision-making, and not 

what they would like to prefer. It also enables all other factors to be taken into consideration, 

so the consumer could value them any way they like, with or without regards to each other. 

The respondents were also able to balance price and quality further by answering if low price 

would imply low quality, which few respondents fully agreed on. The moderate views suggest 

that they could see themselves purchasing good quality furniture for affordable prices, which 

is the main idea for Swedish companies like IKEA. The persons interviewed also inform that 
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Vietnamese consumers have high knowledge on quality, so they would presumably be able to 

consider Swedish furniture companies to have good quality products. And due to the products 

also being reasonably cheap, the consumers could maybe afford to try out the furniture, and if 

they would find these (qualitative yet affordable) features appealing, they are likely to become 

regular consumers. The correct balance between price and quality is even more likely to 

appeal to Vietnamese consumers at the moment when the economy does not look very bright 

and people earn less money than before. 

5.2.2. Social Values 

The survey quite clearly shows that younger to middle aged families in particular update and 

furnish their home very often. This add to the Market Overview assumption stated earlier, that 

more and more consumers spend time on furniture consumption as the population is growing 

flourishly, so the new generation of families takes more money to spend on furnishing their 

home. One can thus see an increasing interest in home furnishing, which is likely to increase 

even further as the market rises from being a “big emerging market” to a entirely developed 

market. Still, it has to stressed that an entirely developed Vietnam will supposedly continue to 

have strong society and cultural distinctions, which could still make the Vietnamese consumer 

behavior different from a Scandinavian or European behavior. Mr. Wingårdh points at a good 

factor for different behavior, by saying that Vietnamese people spend more time outside their 

home than Scandinavians (due to, for instance, a habit of often eating out in restaurants rather 

than cooking your own meals), which is a cultural factor not affected by Vietnams current 

state of development.  

An assumption would therefore be to say that Scandinavians seem to have more self-fulfilling 

goals with their home furnishing, thus creating a more individual consumption. But reflecting 

on the high percentage of consumers that value personal taste when purchasing furniture, as 

well as the various preferences shown in aesthetic characteristics, Vietnamese consumers 

reveal a more individual attitude towards furniture consumption than indicated by conceptual 

literature on South East Asia and developing markets. Also considering the clearly dominant 

percentage of younger students who claim to purchase furniture out of personal taste almost 

entirely, perhaps speaks of a new generation of consumers with more individual attitudes and 

behavior towards consumption. It seems true, however, that the Vietnamese consumers are 

still quite “materialistic” in their consumption, but the reason for this does not seem to be to 

communicate “wealth and social affiliation” as indicated by Piron, but to simply have a good 
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and long-lasting material. The high level of quality wanted is therefore not necessarily for the 

aesthetical reasons, rather for the economical or functional. 

Talking about Hofstedes 5-D Model, it has already been mentioned that Vietnamese furniture 

consumers do not fit the conceptual assumption of being low on Individualism (compared to 

Swedish consumers) and thus highly concerned about “public approval and fitting in a 

group”. The assumption on Long term orientation in the consumer behavior could be regarded 

as true though, since the Vietnamese consumers reveal a preference for durable and (also 

financially) sustainable furniture, as well as being able to adjust themselves to new (modern) 

contexts due to these preferences (the foreign furniture, for instance, does fulfill these 

requirements). Being highly cautious when purchasing furniture however does reveal an 

uncertainty avoidance, not suggested by the 5-D Model. Mr. Wingårdh makes a good point 

when mentioning that one can not withdraw or complain about purchased furniture in 

Vietnam, therefore creating a need for the consumers to really consider every purchase. 

5.2.3. Aesthetic Values 

It is interesting that Ms. Hoa and Ms. Hau, the only ones who speaks out of personal 

preferences, think that aesthetics has a lot more important value than indicated by the others 

(furniture store managers and employees) interviewed. The survey also reveal that people 

personally feel aesthetics are nearly, or just as, important as other values like functionality and 

quality, and even more important than the price factor, which tells you that the consumers 

care more about design than furniture companies think they do. Again, the importance of 

aesthetic design may be reduced when the consumers are affected by other factors like price 

when they purchase furniture in real life, this at least proves that Vietnamese consumers take 

aesthetics well into consideration, whether they can afford it or not. Aesthetic design is not 

necessarily an expensive factor either since the design can be easily imitated at a much lower 

cost, and due to the care for brand reputation and country of origin being less evident, it may 

suggest that Vietnamese consumers take interest in design simply because they enjoy a nice 

appearance in furniture and not for the sake of attaining high and recognized status. Again, 

this does not seem to be equivalent with Pirons’ assumption of “wealth and social affiliation”. 

In terms of aesthetics, the survey reveals slightly different preferences in what characteristics 

furniture should have, compared to the Swedish furniture. Although Vietnamese consumers 

seem to acknowledge that furniture that could make the rooms appear more spacious are quite 

desirable and simple and modern design is appreciated to some extent, they do not entirely 
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agree that the furniture should be of white and light colors. Some Vietnamese persons 

interviewed also suggest this, by saying that darker colors are still preferred by some 

consumers, especially people who live in villas or big houses. These persons, mostly elderly,  

also suggest that consumers still prefer traditional furniture, while more and more younger 

consumers prefer futuristic characteristics, which is also proven in the survey. 

An important note taken is that these younger Vietnamese consumers do not only recognize 

typical Swedish furniture characteristics to be of modern design, they also see them as quite 

affordable as well, and therefore more preferred than other, Vietnamese furniture. Although 

the interviews suggest that locally custom made furniture is cheaper, as for the survey, price 

also seems to be a decisive reason for why respondents choose foreign furniture instead of 

Vietnamese furniture. And although some Vietnamese consumers still prefer custom made 

furniture, due to it being considered more suitable in either quality or functionality, the 

reasons for preferring foreign furniture seem to be a lot more (according to the survey), 

including reputation and aesthetics. It is also largely viewed by the persons interviewed that 

many of these Swedish characteristics are becoming increasingly important for Vietnamese 

consumers. 

Based on the findings, one can therefore make the assumption that the product values created 

by Swedish furniture companies will potentially be appealing to Vietnamese consumers, as 

they do resemble with the Vietnamese perceptions to a high extent (and supposedly even 

higher extent in the future). Although, an issue would perhaps be that the Vietnamese 

consumers do not seem to recognize Sweden as a country competent in manufacturing 

furniture of good quality, considering the altogether dominant view from both interviews and 

survey. Being a Swedish company may therefore not be considered an advantage in the 

penetration strategy, or a decisive factor why Vietnamese consumers should (specifically) 

prefer Swedish furniture and not any other furniture of foreign origin. Mr. Wingårdh made 

clear that Swedish origin in furniture had no real affect (at least currently) on the Vietnamese 

market, as the simple traits of “foreigness” would be a character enough for the consumers.  

Still, as was made clear earlier in the Analysis, and also noted by Mr. Wingårdh, Vietnamese 

consumers are likely to settle for a brand if they have once found that brand provides good 

quality. So the target for Swedish furniture companies would presumably be to simply try and 

penetrate the market (as a foreign furniture company) and gain enough public shares to get the 

attention of Vietnamese consumers, since the findings of this thesis clearly makes the 
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assumption that the Vietnamese consumers are likely to become regulars at a Swedish 

furniture store, provided that they create the typical Swedish product values. 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The thesis concludes that there is an increasing potential for Swedish furniture companies to 

establish themselves on the Vietnamese market, despite that the furniture market is currently 

experiencing a sluggish financial state, with lower revenues for consumers and companies. 

 The Vietnamese consumers show signs of a more “modern” sense and taste for trends 

and designs in furniture consumption than the standard concepts on developing South 

East Asian markets propose.  

 Most of the interviews suggest that Vietnamese consumers are still almost entirely 

focused on quality and price when purchasing furniture, although the survey shows 

that the consumers’ preferences are more varied than that.  

 Numerous consumers (from all ages, occupations and living situations) also consider 

functionality and aesthetics to be equally as influential on their furniture consumption 

behavior as quality and price. 

 Younger consumers in particular reveal a positive attitude towards the typical 

characteristics of Swedish Product Values, which implies that these positive attitude 

towards these characteristics will rise further for the years to come.  

 As the Vietnamese furniture market is in a flourishing state, a new generation of 

families spending more time on furnishing their home, which suggests that more and 

more furniture companies can find potential in establishing a furniture business on the 

Vietnamese market. 

6.1. Recommendations 

The recommendations for Swedish furniture companies would therefore be to continue create 

Swedish product values on a new developing market such as Vietnam, as it seems to resemble 

with the consumers’ perception of product values to a high extent. It is though not needed (or 

required) to single out their store to be Swedish, as only the pure foreign image itself will due 

as an asset and characteristic. The challenge will therefore be to attract the consumers to come 

to their store, while not being recognized or singled out for their country/brand of origin. 

Of course, one also needs to consider a possibly different set of conditions and regulations in 

which an establishment on the Vietnamese furniture market would implicate. That is a factor 
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not examined in this thesis, due to the specific purpose chosen and restrictions of the subject. 

This thesis has simply concluded that Swedish furniture companies can find great potential by 

selling furniture on the Vietnamese market. These companies will then have to find their own 

ways into making such an establishment and success happen. 
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8. APPENDIX 

8.1. Interviews 

8.1.1. Interview with August Wingårdh 

What do you regard as Swedish values in furniture? What characteristics does it include? 

Functional, sometimes a bit innovative but pretty simple. Much focus on material, easy made. 

Two role models in IKEA and the Scandinavian design movement in the 50s and 60s. Seldom 

talks about Swedish furniture, more Scandinavian (Swedish, Finnish, Danish) which were the 

symbols of the 50s and 60s. Denmark usually talks about Danish design though. 

What values do you want to create for your consumers? How much of it is intentionally based 

on Swedish characteristics? 

UMA looks at a good rate between price and quality – “Value for money”. Also making sure 

the products are good and design well made. Another focus in the value creation is the 

shopping experience – “convenient shopping” (with service, lighting etc.). There is a higher 

demand on service in Vietnam (including delivery of furniture etc.). 

Only 10-20% of the Vietnamese population can afford to focus on the appearance of their 

home, (upper and middleclass) therefore requiring a good balance between price and quality, 

although more and more people will take more interest in design, furnishing etc. In Vietnam 

you have a great trust in brands, and when you’ve decided for a good product you trust in that 

product/brand. 

Based on your experience at IKEA, what has been the adaptions made for the Vietnamese 

market in terms of furniture value creation? What has remained according to IKEA values? 

IKEAs quality and material doesn’t really work in Vietnam, mostly due to the humid climate, 

where few people have air-condition (when producing and exporting furniture material from 

Vietnam, the wood, for instance, is drought which creates another type of furniture). 

Therefore UMA hasn’t really preceded much from IKEA, instead more focused on how it 

looks over in Vietnam. 

People also live in smaller apartments, which makes it unnecessary, for instance, to make a 2 

meter bed sofa, instead they make it 1.80. The density and closeness of people and furniture 

also makes Vietnamese more used to narrow spaces, and can therefore with ease pack more 

things into an apartment, as well as live closer with other people. (In terms of details). UMA 

doesn’t make things too regular and dull, since Vietnam has a past history with war and other 

miserable things. 

What are the Vietnamese furniture consumers’ preferences in general according to you? Does 

it resemble much with typical Swedish furniture values do you think? 

There are differences due to the different positions on the development scale. Vietnam takes 

more interest, and has greater knowledge for how the product is made (material etc.), because 
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there are no National Board for Consumer Complaints or rights for withdrawal. Consumers 

therefore have to check everything when purchasing anything. At the same time, price is also 

very important. UMA tries to change consumers’ attitudes towards furniture by also pointing 

out the importance for furniture to look good. As consumers are becoming more fixed on 

appearance, UMA tries to find those who are, or wants be, more focused on the look of the 

furniture. 

Vietnamese people also live differently from Swedes, spending more time outdoors than 

indoors which creates a different attitude towards their own home. For instance, the food in 

restaurants are quite cheap, so they eat more often outdoors than indoors which creates a 

lesser necessity to spend time on the appearance of their own kitchen (compared to Sweden 

where people are more focused on their own cooking). 

Does UMA use its Swedish background as a marketing strategy? Does the company advertise 

its design as Swedish design? 

Less and less focused on Sweden. Referred to UMA as “Scandinavian Design” in the 

beginning but did let go of that a bit. However, thinking about returning to that again, but not 

sure if it has any effect (as the consumers doesn’t know where Scandinavia or Sweden is 

located). 

There are Danish furniture companies in Vietnam with a lot of open focus on their 

Scandinavian heritage and design. Although UMA still wants to be a modern company, listens 

more to what the consumers actually want, moving closer to the demands of the Vietnamese 

consumer. Doesn’t think Vietnamese have “Sweden” as a selection criterion when purchasing 

products, so the slogan is currently “Turn your house into a home”, not “Turn your house into 

a Scandinavian home”.  

Important though to keep pushing on UMAs design, as a complement to the functionality. 

That is also the difference in the marketing strategy, compared to Vietnamese businesses. It 

may be implied that UMA is a foreign based company, even though the products are made in 

Vietnam. Vietnamese take great pride in their nation, and they like to see a lot of their own 

(Vietnamese) products, but at the same time, there’s also a great mistrust in the quality 

delivered by most of the local companies. You could therefore see this from two perspectives, 

to advertise something as non-Vietnamese may be very successful, but to really catch the 

heart of the Vietnamese people it may also be required to be somewhat domestic too. UMA 

has therefore removed the previous Scandinavian slogan, but UMA has also in that way a 

good advantage in being both a Vietnamese company but at the same time also with a foreign 

touch.  

Believe that the consumers sees UMA as a foreign store, but don’t know if the consumers 

come to the store because UMA is different in only a regularly foreign way, or a certain 

foreign way (being Swedish and Scandinavian). Even though UMA has several differences 

from IKEA, it is understandable that people associate it with them. 
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Use different designers (both Swedish and Vietnamese, but also other European designers, 

lately French). Believe in expressions, and the right design for the right project. The 

Vietnamese designers are not quite as expressive yet, but equally creative. 

UMA is not a nisched furniture store, instead covering everything and everywhere. Work also 

according to the inflation, with people lately having less money to spend.  

Do Vietnamese consumers appreciate your Swedish style furniture? Has the attitude towards 

your Swedish style products changed over the years? Looking forward, do you think there 

is potential for more Swedish furniture in the Vietnamese market?  

Should be a future for Scandinavian furniture stores in Vietnam. It may come from different 

ways – either through the IKEA way, with the concept and store in a net, producing their own 

products etc (although much of being copied from others too). Those kinds of companies 

could certainly have success in Vietnam, but they need to adapt their assortment. You also 

have the companies on a slightly higher level, certain products and strong brands (like 

Hästens), that could also be successful, but they need to position themselves towards them 

that are wealthy enough to pay. 

Right now the business in Vietnam is in a slump, as the (much dependent) export doesn’t 

move like planned, so it may take a few years (before the potential gets much higher). 

8.1.2. Interview with Bui Phuong Anh 

Could you tell me about what Vietnamese consumers like in furniture nowadays? 

In my opinion, the current trend is simple style. Although, no matter what style, for 

Vietnamese people in general price should always come first, so they like reasonable price. 

About the trend at the moment people are normally interested in either one of these: European 

style (sophisticated with many details) or simple style. I am not talking about old people (they 

would prefer traditional Vietnamese furniture). For younger people: they like either: simple 

but stylish or European sophisticated style. 

Are you talking about people with average income? It seems like furniture that has European 

sophisticated style with many details should cost a lot to make. 

That is right. If people wanna go for European sophisticated style, the furniture are still 

manufactured in Vietnam, only the design is foreign. More details mean that the furniture 

would be harder to manufacture therefore the price is higher and people who want those types 

of furniture should have higher than average income. 

In fact, many people in Vietnam nowadays want their furniture to be as simple as possible, 

but of course stylish at the same time. The reason is that those furniture is both cheaper and 

still meet people’s aesthetic need. If they have the furniture custom built then they can choose 

the type of wood they want, if they can afford it they can choose for the furniture to be made 

of natural wood, if the have less money then they could go for cheaper wood like compressed 

wood, industrial wood. 
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In cases where people have the furniture custom built, do the customers provide the design or 

do they choose from multiple designs at those stores and workshops? 

In short, vietnamese furniture consumers usually have 3 ways of buying furniture. The first 

way is to have the furniture custom built according to the designer (or according to other 

sources) at workshops. The second way is that they buy readymade furniture, the advantage is 

that they can see the finished goods immediately, they just need to check if the size, etc. fit 

their houses. For the second way the price would be higher. However the disadvantages with 

this is that you cannot decide on which type of wood it should be for example, you just have 

to buy the finished product. 

The third way is still to buy readymade furniture products, but imported. Imported products 

from Europe are mostly very expensive however many are of reasonable price as well such as 

imported furniture from China, Taiwan and Thailand, Asian countries in general. For example 

imported furniture from Thailand, they don’t really focus on the material (only industrial 

wood) but the furniture normally functions very well, small details normally work well (easy 

to move drawers, good door hinges, etc.). They possess more advanced automatic technology 

and machinery that is why. Even though the quality of the wood may not be the best, it is just 

industrial wood; incidents like misplaced door for example normally don’t happen.  

Advantages of having the furniture custom built are better wood quality and that the piece of 

furniture will fit perfectly to your room. One disadvantage is that since they are handmade 

usually, not produced in large amount with advance machinery, they may not have the same 

standard as mass-produced products (details like slide rails, hinges, etc.) 

What about mass-produced furniture products like of Hoa Phat or Xuan Hoa? 

Hoa Phat and Xuan Hoa’s furniture products will be cheaper compared to custom built 

products. Hoa Phat is famous for office furniture. For offices, furniture needs to be really 

cheap. The design doesn’t have to be really good, only price and functionality are important in 

this case. Hoa Phat products have few and poor design, they also produced in really large 

amounts, the wood used is industrial wood, these are the reasons why Hoa Phat products are 

cheaper than custom built furniture. 

So the quality will not be as good as custom built products? 

Right. If you have furniture custom built, you can tell them that you want natural wood. The 

furniture will therefore meet these requirements: fit the house, design as well as type of wood 

are just as you want. The disadvantage like I have mentioned is that the furniture doesn’t have 

the same standard about functionality like imported or mass produced products. Some 

furniture stores selling readymade furniture products now can have the products manufactured 

in Vietnam according to foreign designs, that way the cost will be lower. The amount 

produced though is less than the amount Hoa Phat produces. The price for those furniture 

products is average. This is the balance between custom built furniture and mass produced 

furniture like Hoa Phat.  

How do you normally buy furniture? 
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I have both custom built furniture and ready made furniture. No matter what, the price should 

always be reasonable. 

What is the most common way to buy furniture out of those you have mentioned? 

In my opinion, furniture made in Vietnam but with foreign design is quite popular. I think that 

many furniture stores, if they have aesthetic sense they can produce products that can attract a 

lot of customers. Take Ikea for example, a shelf can be manufactured in Vietnam whose 

design is more or less the same as Ikea design but the price is just half the price of original 

products since it is not imported. Of course the original Ikea shelf would be of better quality 

but the other one is much cheaper and its quality is acceptable then some people still do that. 

Talking about Ikea, I heard that Ikea products are also sold in Hanoi. 

Exactly, all imported from China. Ikea has an online system to order products from 

manufacturing factories. Since Vietnam is adjacent to China in the north so Ikea products are 

imported from China. 

Do furniture stores in Vietnam have their own designs? 

For example here we have UMA. 

How is the price at UMA? 

Some products in UMA are imported, some made in Vietnam. They mix both imported and 

self-manufactured products in the store. If the products cannot be manufactured in Vietnam 

then they import those, for the products that can be manufactured in Vietnam easily then they 

do that in order to lower the cost.  

The price at UMA is considered reasonable. I know some people working at UMA and I think 

they are selling very well. In the beginning they only had one store and now they have 4-5 

stores. It shows that the taste in furniture of Vietnamese people is getting more and more 

advanced compared to before. Now they want the furniture to meet their aesthetic need, but at 

the same time are not expensive. I think in the case of UMA, they solved the problem of 

making both nice –looking and affordable furniture. The owner is foreign that could partly 

explains why UMA has new ways of doing things. For example, they sell those wooden shelf 

brackets (to put the shelf on the wall) in their stores, which I haven’t seen other stores in 

Vietnam selling that before.  

Does everything in UMA have reasonable price then? 

It depends whether the product is imported or self-manufactured. Some cabinets sold in UMA 

may cost more or less the same as having them custom built at workshops. Generally though, 

the price in furniture stores like UMA would be higher than custom built products but 

acceptable. I think people with average income can buy a lot of stuff there. 

Could you describe more about the design of products sold at UMA? 
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In my opinion, they have many different designs that attract the buyers. The customers were 

not very familiar with those design before. I saw that they also bring their modern designs to 

tradition handicraft villages to have those furniture made of rattan, bamboo. They could sell 

more products that way even if the price is a little higher than custom built products. 

So you mean Vietnamese cheap labor helps reduce the manufacturing cost as well as the price 

and they have good designs? 

That is right. Their designs are modern and foreign. I mean they have their designers and the 

designers may adjust foreign design for the furniture to fit Vietnamese lifestyle more. 

Are there other stores like UMA? 

There are, for example Nha Xinh. Nha Xinh also sells both imported furniture and made in 

Vietnam furniture. Imported artificial flowers from France (very expensive), imported 

furniture from Thailand and furniture products manufactured in Vietnam. They mix both 

imported goods and self-manufactured goods. This store also offers a variety of styles and 

designs. In Nha Xinh, there may display two sofas for example looking more or less the same 

but one would be half the price of the other because it is manufactured in Vietnam instead of 

imported. People with more money may be willing to buy the more expensive one but people 

with average income may choose the cheaper one with more or less the same design.  

According to you, which one is more popular for people with average income, going to 

furniture stores or buying custom built furniture? 

I think people with average income go to stores a lot too. 

Do furniture stores on De La Thanh street sell really cheap furniture? 

Some stores in De La Thanh are not that cheap, cheaper but not that much. In general people 

who go to those stores prefer to have their furniture custom built. Some older people seem to 

think that that is the best way since they don’t wanna be tricked and they feel safer that way 

(they can control wood quality, etc). Younger people however don’t take it that seriously they 

can buy readymade furniture. Personally I would prefer that. 

So there is a difference between older and younger generation. 

Right. Nowadays younger people are like that. They don’t pay much attention to the same 

things older people do. As long as the design and style fits their taste then they can buy it. 

Older people are normally not fond of industrial wood but its not as they think actually 

because the technology is much more advanced now so compressed wood is alright to use. I 

see that many houses use furniture made of industrial wood nowadays. With the weather in 

Vietnam, compressed wood can still be used upstairs for example. 

Which one do Vietnamese consumers pay more attention to, quality of wood or functionality 

(details like hinges, etc)? 
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I think more to functionality. It is different now. Before the goods must be of good material so 

that it can last long. However the current trend is aesthetic and functional furniture products. 

I asked the owner of a store on de la thanh street and she said the opposite. 

Could be due to the difference in age maybe. 

Do people like imported furniture? 

Yes because Vietnamese people like foreign goods.  

Are Ikea products considered to have average price? 

I think so.  

Do you think people pay much attention to the origin of the brand? 

Yes but not entirely because the like foreign products in general but because of the quality 

and design. And price would be taken into consideration too. UMA products are made in 

Vietnam and it is considered a Vietnamese brand but since they have nice foreign designs 

they attract customers. That’s why I said origin of the brand is not everything. 

Do you think a brand like Ikea can succeed in Vietnam? 

Yes I do. Because I already see that Ikea products in Hanoi sell very well. The price is still 

average and affordable.  

According to you is there potential for Swedish furniture brands like Ikea in Vietnam? 

Yes, affordable price, European brand, all of that will appeal to Vietnamese consumers. 

8.1.3. Interview with Nguyen Thi Thanh Thuy 

Could you tell me about the Vietnamese furniture retailing market as well as Vietnamese 

furniture consumers? Could you tell me about your business? 

I am in this business for years already. I focus on selling dining table set and tea tables. In the 

beginning I just sold wood but gradually started manufacturing and selling furniture. However 

nowadays I just have the furniture manufactured somewhere else and focus on selling them 

only. 

The Vietnamese furniture market these days is quite sluggish starting from year 2010. Last 

year it was quite slow but this year is even slower. I think the market now is kind of saturated. 

The flagging economy and unstable real estate market have led to this situation. The real 

estate market was booming a few years ago, buildings were built and the need for furniture 

rose a lot. Nowadays when the real estate market is falling, the furniture market has been 

affected as well. Families still need furniture but not as large amount as before. I would say 

2007-2010 was the period businesses all did very well. From 2010 onwards it has been 

slower. 
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When companies won the bid to construct an apartment block for example, sometimes those 

apartments should be furnished then they may contract my store for example to furnish 

apartments in that block. Now there are not many individual customers so I focus on selling to 

restaurants and small hotels instead.  

Do you think the consumers prefer foreign or Vietnamese products? 

Many people told me to import Chinese, Taiwanese products to sell here but I think 

Vietnamese customers need cheap, good quality products. Vietnamese products are cheaper 

than foreign products including Chinese products. Vietnamese furniture design is not as good 

as foreign furniture, the wood material of Vietnamese products is better but they have better 

technology and machinery compared to what workshops have so imported goods have higher 

level accuracy. Advantages of Vietnamese furniture are in the quality of the wood and also 

the cheap price. 

What about design of Vietnamese products compared to imported products? 

Imported furniture have better shapes and designs.  

What do you sell, furniture made of dark-colored wood or bright-colored wood? 

Both. Many people like dark color. That color is cleaner. 

What about design? Modern or traditional? 

Modern in general. Designs could be according to Chinese, Taiwanese designs. 

Where does competition come from? Other Vietnamese furniture stores or imported furniture 

stores? 

Vietnamese stores. Customers just buy the furniture when the price is cheaper. 

Is the reputation of the brand important? 

Not really in my opinion. The origin is not that important, the customers are more concerned 

about the wood quality. 

8.1.4. Interview with Phung Van Dzung 

Could you describe the ways people usually buy furniture, for example having them 

manufactured, going to furniture supermarket, etc? 

In general most of the furniture in the market are manufactured in Vietnam, not so much 

overseas. Not as many people buy imported goods for example from China, Taiwan, etc… 

like they buy Vietnamese furniture products.  

Is it because imported goods are more expensive? 

It is because the price difference is too big between imported products and products 

manufactured in Vietnam. 
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What does your company focus on? 

My company mostly focuses on retailing activities. 

Do the customers of your company choose from a variety of ready-made products or do they 

have their furniture custom built? 

Both. Sometimes when they came to choose furniture they would buy ready-made products if 

they fit their taste. In case they do not like it then they may order custom built products. 

Usually those products are of higher quality. 

Does your company only sell furniture manufactured in Vietnam? No imported goods? 

That’s right I rarely import furniture. Imported furniture takes longer to sell since the design is 

the same. 

What do Vietnamese people prefer, ready-made furniture or custom built furniture? 

Generally speaking it is about 50-50 in the Vietnamese market, furniture produced in large 

amount then sold to retailing stores and furniture ordered by customers according to their 

preferences. 

Furniture companies like Hoa Phat and Xuan Hoa that produce in large amount, does it 

mean the quality is not as good as custom built furniture? 

Xuan Hoa or Hoa Phat have brand reputation. However, the type of wood they use is mostly 

industrial wood, very rarely do they use natural wood. Industrial wood is compressed wood 

and Hoa Phat uses mostly that. 

What type of wood do Vietnamese people with average income prefer to use? 

Mostly natural wood because it lasts longer 

According to you, what do the consumers pay most attention to? 

The customers of my company pay attention to wood quality and design. 

Could you describe the kind of design people prefer these days? 

Nowadays Vietnamese people prefer simple, normal design, not with many details and 

carvings like before. People used to like many details but now they are more interested in flat 

and smooth surface than different patterns carved on the surface. In general, now the trend is 

smooth and clean. 

What about color? What do they prefer, dark color or bright color? 

In the last few years they have become more and more interested in brighter color. 

So before was dark color the fashion? 
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About five or six years ago dark color with shiny paint was the trend, the color at that time 

should be dark and shiny like a mirror. Nowadays, it should be of lighter color and not shiny. 

What are the reasons for that? 

That was because of changing taste of consumers.  

According to you, are price, design and wood quality the biggest concerns of the consumers? 

Precisely, Vietnamese consumers are mainly concerned about price and wood quality. 

How does the furniture retailing market look at the moment? 

Generally speaking the situation this year as well as last year is not as bright as in 2009-2010 

due to the receding economy. In 2009-2010 the market was lively and thriving. Since 2011 

the market has been quite sluggish. Challenges in the real-estate market also led to more 

difficulties in the furniture market.  

Talking about my company, compared to year 2010, year 2011 and this year the company is 

still operating as usual even though the market in general has been declining. Companies that 

have somehow made a name then the business is not affected that badly, they still have 

customers. 

Does your company target individual customers or organizations? 

Both. 

Do you think the market shows signs of recovery this year? 

In my opinion, this year the market would become weaker compared to the previous years, 

declining around 30%. Year 2009-2010 it was 100%, year 2011 it was 80% this year it may 

be 65-70% 

According to you what do Vietnamese people prefer, imported products or products made in 

Vietnam? 

In the last few years people use more Vietnamese furniture products and not so much 

imported products because the price of imported good is higher while its design could be 

copied. For example, same design, same quality but Vietnamese products are half the price of 

imported products. 

So do some Vietnamese furniture companies look at foreign designs for reference? 

They only need to import some designs for reference then they could manufacture furniture of 

the same design with a price about half the price of the imported piece of furniture. I would 

say in the last few years people buy more Vietnamese furniture products. 

What type of wood does your company use? Industrial wood or natural wood? 
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Both. However, natural wood are imported too. There is not so much Vietnamese wood 

nowadays. However, natural wood could be imported from Indonesia, Russia, the US ( for 

example Russian oak, American oak). 

So the cheap price of furniture produced in Vietnam is on account of cheap labor? 

Precisely.  

According to you Vietnamese or foreign furniture company would have more potential in the 

Vietnamese furniture retailing market? 

I think at the moment even if a foreign furniture company tries to penetrate the market, 

Vietnamese companies could still compete alright. 

U mean Vietnamese companies could be competitive in price? 

Both price and design. 

Vietnamese people’s taste in furniture, does it vary according to age? Are older people and 

younger people very different in taste? 

Not really. My customers, whether older or younger, are not that different. Most of them 

follow the trend that year. 

Thank you very much for the interview. 

8.1.5. Interview with Dam Khe Thiet 

What do you do? 

I take care of furniture, flooring, electricity and water system for families. Self-employed. 

Could you tell me about the vietnamese furniture retailing market in general and vietnamese 

furniture consumers, the current trend and taste? 

About the color of furniture, msot people like White, meaning furniture painted White, both 

industrial Wood and natural Wood. Most imported furniture in Vietnam are from China and 

they are made of industrial wood. People choose white in order to make their home brighter 

and more spacious while rooms in Vietnam nowadays are getting smaller and many big 

houses are tube houses, some with not much light in the back. I would say 70% people now 

prefer white. They normally like dark flooring so that it would be more clean but furniture 

like cabinets, tables, chairs,… they like them to be white to stand out more in the room 

Does it have to be White or bright color would be ok too? 

Most like white. A few years ago most people like dark color, dark puce color so that it gives 

a luxurious feel however in the last two years they turn to white. Most imported goods at 

furniture supermarket are from China, both design and actual products. 

What is the most popular way to buy furniture nowadays? 
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50% at the supermarkets and stores and 50% having them custom built at some workshops. 

Ready-made products are usually more up to standards than products custom built in Vietnam 

(due to technology) 

Where do most imported products come from? 

90% come from China. Because of the price. 

What is more expensive, imported furniture from China or furniture manufactured in 

Vietnam? 

Imported furniture from China is more expensive since it has higher level of accuracy. 

Imported furniture from European countries are usually even more expensive. 

Could you name some famous furniture supermarkets and stores? 

Melinh Plaza, Pho xinh, Nha xinh. At Melinh Plaza, 70% are imported, 30% Vietnamese 

products. 

What is more expensive, buying readymade furniture from supermarkets and stores or having 

them custom built at workshops? 

If you have your furniture custom built at workshops it will cost less however the design is 

not as good. The quality (wood quality) is higher though. The customers sometimes take 

picture of the piece of furniture they want from stores and supermarkets then order that exact 

design from workshops- 

Why do people want to have furniture custom built at workshops? 

First reason is because wood material, second reason is that they prefer cheaper price. 

Do Vietnamese people pay much attention to whether the material is natural wood or 

industrial wood? 

For doors they would very much prefer natural wood, they do prefer natural wood for beds, 

drawers, etc. as well but for example Chinese furniture products have better design, those 

furniture are made of industrial wood too and industrial wood is cheaper than natural wood so 

nowadays many people use furniture made of industrial wood as well.  

So they still accept industrial Wood even though they might prefer natural Wood? 

Precisely, they would still choose furniture made of industrial wood if the design is good.  

How important is the price factor? 

Very important. People with less money they can go to stores to see what kind of design they 

want then order that exact design at some workshop. The design may not be as good but price 

is much lower. I think around 50% people nowadays do that. 

What kind of design do the majority of the people prefer, modern or traditional? 
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Most nowadays like modern styles, they don’t like antique style like before. For example, 

only 20% who live in old style mansions or mansions that have French design use traditional-

looking furniture. 

In the past, wasn’t traditional style very popular? 

That is right.Nowadays they prefer lighter and simpler furniture. The houses now are smaller 

too so not so big, brighter color, modern style furniture is getting more popular. Some 

apartments in Vietnam could be as small as about 40 m2 so if they use a big sofa set and tea 

table that have dark color then the room would look smaller and darker too. 

What do Vietnamese people prefer? Foreign products or Vietnamese products? 

Many like foreign furniture. For example Chinese.  

What about brand reputation? 

They do like that too. 

Is Ikea popular in Vietnam? 

I have never heard of that brand. 

So which brands are popular in Vietnam nowadays? 

Mostly Chinese brands I think. 

How does living situation (for example living alone, etc.) affect customers’ decisions when 

they buy furniture? 

Not much. Unless people get married or move or something like that. When they have kids 

then not much is changed. They don’t change furniture that often.  

How does the furniture retailing market look now in Vietnam? 

Due to the receding and unstable economy, there are now less furniture customers than 2 or 3 

years ago, the furniture market is also affected by the real-estate market. This year many 

furniture stores sell less than before, people have less money now so they shop less than 

before. In short, since last year the market has not been as good as it was 2 years ago. 

8.1.6. Interview with Bui Hai Hau 

Did you buy furniture recently? 

Yes. 

What is the most important thing to take into consideration when buying furniture? 

I will pay attention to design first, then price and quality. 

Which design do you prefer? 
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It has to be modern design because I live in an apartment and the design follows the current 

trend. 

What about Price? 

I only like natural Wood. It doesn’t have to be the best quality of natural wood, just average 

quality of natural wood but it has to be natural wood. The cheaper the better.  

What about brands and brand origin? 

Not important.  

How important is functionality? 

Functionality is important. Accurate details are important. I would like to benefit the most 

from the product. When I order custom made furniture, I tell them my requirements. For 

example, the size of the sofa set should fit the living room perfectly. It should be possible to 

both sit and sleep on the sofa while the design has be elegant. Another important requirement 

is that the furniture product should be made for the weather in Vietnam. The sofa in my living 

room is an upholstered sofa and I would not order real leather even when I can afford it. If it 

is real leather then the air conditioner should be on the whole time. The weather in Vietnam is 

hot and humid so the leather could easily get mouldy and also real leather in Vietnamese 

weather would give off a bad smell. 

So did you buy custom made or ready made furniture? 

All were custom built including the computer desk. The reason is that I wanted all of them to 

go with one another, like a set. A computer desk of Hoa Phat brand is much cheaper but with 

worse quality. 

Ok, so u had all of the furniture in your house custom made? 

Yes, there are two advantages. First all the furniture pieces go together and the size fits the 

house perfectly. Ready made furniture may look nice too but it may not fit the house very 

well. 

Do you know much about famous furniture stores and supermarkets at the moment? 

I heard of some like Nha Xinh, UMA. I did go to UMA but I think the products still cost more 

than custom made products and the size did not fit my house, they were a little too big. 

Where did you get the design from? 

I was advised by the manufacturer about design. It was a company who manufactured for 

many interior design companies so they were very knowledgeable about the current trend and 

fashion. 

How is the design? 
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Modern, simple, no carvings and things like that. I follow the modern style because it fits an 

apartment more. 

Why is that? 

The architecture of an apartment is very simple already while the architecture of a house is 

always more sophisticated with details and decorations. That would go with sophisticated 

furniture with a lot of carvings. Modern furniture, on the other hand, goes with apartments. 

Another thing is modern furniture is more suitable in this modern life and people nowadays. 

For example it takes much less time to clean a table of modern design than to clean a table of 

traditional design. A modern table has flat surfaces and it is much less time consuming to 

clean it. 

Do you prefer light colored wood or dark colored wood? 

Light is better, it will make the room more spacious. Many people nowadays use light colored 

furniture as well.  

Do you prefer Swedish or foreign furniture to Vietnamese furniture? 

It depends on the quality of the wood. I only use industrial wood for some doors (not main 

door and bathroom door). Industrial wood is never as good as natural wood. Between a 

furniture product of a Swedish brand and a product of a Vietnamese brand, if both are made 

of natural wood, I think prefer the Swedish one. However, I would never take industrial wood 

over natural wood. Vietnamese workers make furniture very well I think so I don’t worry 

about the functionality. I pay more attention to the quality of the wood. 

How do people in Vietnam buy furniture? 

More people buy readymade furniture actually. I think more picky people tend to have their 

furniture custom built more often. In my case, I did that because I wanted all the furniture to 

go together at the same time I did not want to spend too much money.  

Why would many people buy readymade furniture if the price is higher than custom made 

furniture? 

They may not know where to do it. There are many places that making custom built furniture 

but they are normally not located in the city. And also, if you have the furniture custom built, 

you would have to pay whether you are satisfied with the finished products or not. This is 

why you should only go to places with good reputation. I did not know any good place to 

order furniture in the beginning but through recommendation of a friend I found this 

company. In general, since you have to be sure about the service of those places, some people 

choose to buy readymade furniture instead. 

8.1.7. Interview with Nguyen Thi Quynh Hoa 

Did you buy furniture recently? 
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Yes. 

What do you take into consideration when buying furniture? What is the most important out 

of these factors: price, quality, functionality, brand origin, brand, design? 

For me quality of the wood will come first. I will only buy high quality wood, design comes 

second then the price. 

What kind of design and style do you like? Sophisticated with a lot of details, carvings or 

simple and modern? 

I still prefer antique design. My son prefers modern but for me it is antique style. He is young 

and younger people nowadays like modern styles. I, on the other hand, likes carving on wood 

(dragons, peaches, etc.) 

What about price? Are you willing to pay a lot? 

For me, if a piece of furniture has beautiful carvings and made of wood of high quality, I can 

pay a higher price since furniture with all those characteristics cannot be cheap.  

Are brand origin and brands important to you? 

Yes. But that is only if I buy furniture at stores and supermarkets. If I were to have them 

custom built, I would go to handicraft villages famous for manufacturing reproduction 

furniture (copies of antique furniture) for example Dong Ky village. If it is modern style there 

are many products imported from Hong Kong and other countries. 

If you were to buy custom built furniture, how would you choose the design? 

Just antique design with sophisticated carvings like in the past (dragons, tigers, etc.) 

So you would never go for modern furniture? 

No because reproduction custom built furniture lasts longer and is made of good wood. The 

quality for modern furniture is bad. 

Are there many people who prefer traditional furniture like you? 

I think most of the affluent families are like me. Younger people with less money prefer 

modern style. 

So one of the reasons for the difference in preference is the difference in income? 

Yes because custom built furniture with sophisticated carvings cost a lot more. In general, 

some younger people with more money still buying custom built antique furniture because 

these furniture last longer, even to their children’s generation. 

What about color? 
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Mostly dark color for this kind of furniture, this color gives a more luxurious feel. If it is light 

color then it is not antique anymore. 

Did you ever bought foreign furniture products? 

Yes for my bedroom. Simple and modern design. 

From which countries do those mostly come from? 

Hong Kong or Taiwan. 

Are those furniture made of artificial wood or natural wood? 

Mostly artificial. 

So you still accept modern design? 

Yes I do but only for the bedroom. For the living room it has to be antique design, some other 

rooms could have modern style furniture. 

What are the reasons for that? 

Those furniture products cost less and that kind of furniture makes the bedroom more 

spacious since the design is simple with few details. 

What about the color for those furniture products? 

It is often light color in order to make the room look brighter.  

From your experience, do the majority of families prefer traditional or modern style? 

Most of people who are 40 and above have furniture with antique design. Younger people 

have furniture with modern design too. However, if it is a villa, only antique design will be 

used. If it is an apartment, it is modern design because they do not have that much money. 

8.2. Questionnaire  

Name:  

 

1. Age 

 

19-23          24-35           36-45           46-55            55+ 

 

2. Occupation  

 

Student         Employed/Self employed         Unemployed         Retired     
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3. Living Situation 

 

Alone        With husband/wife (no children), With partner, With friends        With parents         

 

With family (with children)           

 

4. How much do the following factors affect your decision-making when buying furniture 

products? 
                                         Not at all                                   Very much 

                                              1        2       3        4       5 
A. Price      

B. Quality      

C. Functionality       

D. Brand Reputation      

E. Brand Origin      

F. Aesthetic Design      

 

5. When was the last time you updated and furnished your home with new furniture/décor? 

 

In the last six months      A year ago       Two years ago       Three years ago             

More than three years ago  

 

6. According to whom or what do you furnish your home? (you can choose more than one 

alternative) 

 

Personal taste         Family/Friends taste       Current fashion       Current season         

Other reason       ....................... 

7. How important are these characteristics to you when choosing furniture/décor? 

 
                                   Not at all                                   Very much 

                                              1        2       3        4       5 
A. Futuristic, modern design      

B. White or light color (e.g. 

light colored wood) 

     

C. Furniture that makes the 

rooms look larger and more 

spacious 

     

D. Simple furnishing      

 

 

8. Does a low price on furniture products imply bad quality to you? 

 
      Not at all                              Very much 

           1       2        3         4         5                                       

     

 

9. Do you look for any certain brand name when buying furniture products? 
 

Yes        No  
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If Yes, please specify: 

 

10. Do you look for any certain brand origin when buying furniture products? 
 

Yes        No  

If Yes, please specify: 

 

11. Do you prefer foreign brands to Vietnamese brands? 

      Not at all                              Very much 

           1       2        3         4         5                                       

     

 

12. What are the reasons for your preference? (You can choose more than one alternative) 

Price       Quality       Functionality       Brand Reputation        Brand Origin                  

Aesthetic Design         Other Reason       ………............ 

13. How much do you know about Scandinavian furniture products? (Danish, Swedish, 

Norwegian, Finnish, Iceland) 

Nothing at all                               Very much 

         1       2         3        4         5                                       

     

 

14. How much do you know about Swedish furniture products? 

Nothing at all                               Very much 

         1       2         3        4         5                                       

     

 

 

15. In my opinion, if a furniture product is Swedish, it is of good quality and design. 

 
    Strongly disagree                        Strongly agree 

          1       2        3         4         5                                       

     

 

Thank you for participating! 
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8.3. Summary of survey responses 

Age: 

 

Occupation 

 

Living situation 

 

How much does price affect your decision-making when buying furniture products? (1 

represents not at all and 5 represents very much) 
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How much does quality affect your decision-making when buying furniture products? (1 

represents not at all and 5 represents very much) 

 

How much does functionality affect your decision-making when buying furniture products? (1 

represents not at all and 5 represents very much) 

 

How much does brand reputation affect your decision-making when buying furniture 

products? (1 represents not at all and 5 represents very much) 
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How much does brand origin affect your decision-making when buying furniture products? (1 

represents not at all and 5 represents very much) 

 

How much does aesthetic design affect your decision-making when buying furniture 

products? (1 represents not at all and 5 represents very much) 

 

When was the last time you updated and furnished your home with new furniture/décor? 
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According to whom or what do you furnish your home? 

 

How important are these characteristics to you when choosing furniture/décor? (1 represents 

not at all and 5 represents very much) 

- Futuristic, modern design: 

 

- White or light color (for example light colored wood): 
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- Furniture that makes the rooms look larger and more spacious: 

 

- Simple furnishing: 

 

Does a low price on furniture products imply bad quality to you? (1 represents not at all and 5 

represents very much) 
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Do you look for any certain brand name when buying furniture products? 

 

Do you look for any certain brand origin when buying furniture products? 

 

Do you prefer foreign brands to Vietnamese brands? (1 represents not at all and 5 represents 

very much) 
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What are the reasons for your preference? 

 

How much do you know about Scandinavian furniture products? (Danish, Swedish, 

Norwegian, Finnish, Iceland) (1 represents nothing at all and 5 represents very much) 

 

How much do you know about Swedish furniture products? (1 represents nothing at all and 5 

represents very much) 
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According to you, if a furniture product is Swedish, it is of good quality and design (1 

represents strongly disagree and 5 represents strongly agree) 

 

 


